Central District
Leah Hidde-Gregory, Superintendent

Bardwell/Ennis: Trinity........Kolotile Latu (PL) ¼ time
Blooming Grove/Frost
...........................................Kevin Diggs (PL) ½ time
China Spring ..................................................Steve Moss (FE)
Chatfield/Dawson ...Darrel “Glen” Blackmon (OR) ½ time *
Clifton ..................................................Mary G. Cope (FE)
Coolidge ...........................................Maureen Day (PL) ¼ time *
Dresden .............................................Jesus Molina (SY) ¼ time *
Corsicana:
First.................................................Steven Bell (FE)
Associate..................Kaitlynn Shannon (FL) *
Associate..................Martin Orozco (PL) 1/2 time
St. Andrew ..................Mitchell Johnson (SY) ¼ time
St. Luke/Emhouse .................Robert Barnett (PL) ¼ time
Crawford ..........................Robyn S. Young (AM)
Perry Chapel ..........................Joyce Hall (PL) ¼ time
Wesley, Corsicana ..............Jerrold Casey (SY) ¼ time *
Ennis:
Alliance of Faith/St. Andrews ...............Mitchell Johnson (SY) ½ time *
First .....................................James Matt Bailey (FE)
Eureka/Richland .....................Bill Manney (OR) ½ time
Groesbeck:
First/Thornton .......................Stephen W. Nance (FE)
Associate ..................Maureen Day (PL) ¼ time *
Hewitt .................................................Cynthia Moss (FE)
Hillsboro:
First .............................................Tommy Prudhomme (FE) *
Line Street/ Covington ..........Jim Newton (RE) ½ time
Associate ..................Melissa Graham (OF) ½ time
Hubbard/Mt. Calm ..........................Taylor Crawford (PL) ½ time
Itasca .................................................Tom Wood (SY) ¼ time
Kerens First/Pleasant Grove
..................................................Gene Ratcliffe (FE)
Kopperl/Walnut Springs Memorial
..............................................John Kent Berry (RE) ¼ time
Lakeside .............................................Tolli Macalik (FE) *
Lorena .................................................Gene Bryson (PE)
Meier Settlement/ Lebanon ...Jeremy Beggs (SY) 1/2 time *
Mart: First .............................Amy Anderson (FL)
Maypearl/Britton ..........Mary Kay Brownlee (PL) 1/2 time *
McGregor ........................................Victoria Gebert (PL) ½ time *
Meridian ....................................Hyeong-Dong “Yohan” Baek (FE) *
Mexia:
First .................................................Jennifer Pick (OE) P. 346.1
St. Luke ..............................................Carylon Flax (PL) ¼ time
Union Memorial ......................Ken Walton (SY) 1/4 time *
Palmer: First/Bristol ............Kevin R. Wilson (FE)

Pelham:
Wesley Chapel/Pelham .......Johnnie Kirven (PL) ¼ time
Perry .........................................Ira Lynn Starnes (RL) ½ time
Sardis/Ferris .........................Debbie Creagh (PE) ¼ time *

Tehuacana/Wortham
..............................................Steven Christopher Rowe (PL) ½ time

Waco:
Bosqueville ......................Barbara Lucas (PL) ¼ time *

Central ......................Robert E. “Bob” Rainey (FE)
Associate ..............Taylor Crawford (PL) ¼ time
Cogdell Memorial ...............J. Timothy Jarrell (FE)
First .........................................James Ryan Barnett (FE)
Associate ..............Molly E. Simpson (FE)
Associate .........Brandon Frenzel (FE)
Associate ..................Hayley House (PE) *
Associate ......................Jon Thomsbury (OE) 346.1
Associate, Emeritus ......Steve Ramsdell (RE) ½ time
Associate ......................Steven Holston (FE)
Associate ......................Gabe Dominguez (FL)
Associate ..............Joann Dominguez (PL) ¼ time *
Associate ......................Danny Niedeck (RE) *

Korean
Associate ......................Seung Ho Bang (PL) ¼ time *

Lake Shore .......................Carl Freeo (RE) ¼ time
Lakeview/Elm Mott ...............Aryn Mojica (PL) ¼ time
Sparks Memorial ..................Dennis Dutton (PL) ¼ time
St. James .........................Sylvester Key, Sr. (RE) ¼ time
Springhill .........................Markley Edwards (SY) ¼ time
Wesley ..................................Tynna Dixon (PL) ¼ time
Woodway ..............................J. Bryan Patrick (FE)
Valley Mills/Cayote ..............Jaime McGlothlin (PL) ¼ time

Waxahachie: Bethel ..............Heath Sims (PL) ¼ time
West/Gholson Wesley Chapel .......Todd Pick (OE) P. 346.1
Whitney: King Memorial/Blum ......C. Bradley Slaten (FE)
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Director, UCF: Wesley Foundation, Navarro College
..................Meredith Remington Bell (FD) P. 331.4

East District
Randy M. Wild, Superintendent

Arlington:
Covenant ..........................Chansoon Lim (FE)
Epworth ..........................Michael Love (FE)
First .............................................Christopher J. Hayes (FE)
Associate ......................Ramiro Rodriguez (PE)
Associate ......................Kay Lancaster ¼ time (FD)
Good Shepherd .....................Molly K. Hayes (FE)
Associate ..............Eldon Reynolds 1/4 time (RL)
Grace .................................Fred Bates (FE)
East District cont’d

New World........................................Leslie Kay Byrd (FE) ¼ time
Associate............................................Erin Jackson (FD)

St. Andrew’s........................................Debra M. Crumpton (FE) ½ time
St. Barnabas............................................Virginia O. Bassford (FE)
St. John the Apostle..............................Marc H. Lowrance (FE)
St. Stephen...........................................Lori Cotton (FE)
Trinity.................................................Dean Posey (FE)
Associate ..............................................Brenda Beaver (FD)
Associate .............................................Carol B. Roberts (FD)
Associate ..............................................Kevin Anderson (PE)

Wesley, A Ghanaian Community of Faith
(Unchartered).................................Jackson Yenn-Batah (SY) ½ time

Bedford:
First..................................................Andrew Nunley (FE)
Wm. C. Martin.....................................Lara A. Franklin (FE)
Associate .......................................Faiana Prescott Funaki (PL) 3/4 time

Colleyville: ...........................................Michael Dawson (FE)
Associate ..............................................Katie Lewis Newkirk (FE)

Euless:
First..................................................Lee Trigg (FE)*
Tongan First................................Salome Lina Mahe (PL) ½ time

Fort Worth:
Citypoint ..............................................Jeff S. May (FD)
Associated ............................................Amy Tate-Almy (FD) ¼ time
Davis Memorial......................................Kiya Kershaw (FE)
Our Manna (Unchartered)....................(TBS)
Harvest ................................................Kylan Dobbs (FD)
St. Luke...............................................Kamal “Mel” N. Bishara (FE)
St. Matthew.........................................W. Max Brennan (RE)

Grapevine:
First....................................................John Travis Franklin (FE)
Associate .............................................Allen Lutes (FD)*
Associate .............................................Grant Palma (FE)
Associate .............................................Carly Payne (PE)*

Hurst:
First.....................................................Philip Rhodes (FE)
Associate .............................................Holly Dittrich (FE)
Associate...........................................Donna McKee (FD) ½ time
Associate ..............................................Matthew Ybañez (FD)
Associate ..............................................Barbara Dunlap (FD) ¾ time*
St. Paul ................................................Dale A. Schultz (FE)
Keller .....................................................Jason Valeney (FE)
Co-Pastor..............................................Estee Valeney (FD) ½ time p. 338.2
Associate .............................................Jim Chandler (RE) ¼ time
Associate .............................................Lauren Christenberry (PL) ¾ time*

Kenedale .............................................Nelda Murraiine (FD) ½ time

Mansfield:
Community of Hope................................Zach Stiefel (FE)*
First.....................................................David Alexander (FE)
Associate .............................................Shea Reyenga (PE)
Associate .............................................Tina Schramme (FE)

Associate..........................................Joy Roberson (FD)
Associate ..............................................Sterling Smith (FE)
Associate .............................................Kyle Roberson (FD)
Associate .............................................Dara Austin (FE)
Associate .............................................Kristin Warthen (PE)
Associate .............................................Sam Robbins (PE)
Associate .............................................Steve Lallier (PL) ¾ time*
Associate .............................................Jon Reeves (FE)*
Associate .............................................Lori Silvestri (PD) ½ time*

Watauga.............................................Sheila Fiorelli (FE)

Waxahachie:
Ferris Heights..................................John Han (FE)*
First .....................................................Kevin Tully (FE)*
Associate .............................................Valerie Stewart (FL)
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Executive Director, Smith Center for Evangelism,
Missions and Church Growth .............Mike Ramsdell (FE)
Director, Wesley Foundation UTA
.................................................................Mark Hanshaw (FE)
Associate General Secretary, GBHEM
.................................................................Thomas Mitchell (PE) P. 316.1*

Director of Specialized Theological Education, GBHEM
.................................................................David Martinez (FE)

Center for Missional Wisdom
Director .............................................Larry Duggins (FE)
Associate .............................................Stephanie McKellar (FD) P. 331.4

Outreach Program Director, Friendship Service Center, Inc ............Brenda Suzy Rivera (FE) P. 346.1

Money Matters Ministry
.................................................................Amy Tate-Almy (FD) ¾ time, P. 331.4

Dir. of Operations, Project Transformation
.................................................................Beth Stuyck (FD) P. 331.4*

Chaplain, Our Lady of the Lake Hospital, Louisiana
.................................................................Lisa Baumgartner (FE)
Chaplain Manager, TIRR Memorial Hermann, Houston
.................................................................Laura Arellano-Davis (FE)
VP of Faith and Spirituality Integration, Texas Health Resources............Elizabeth Watson Martin (FE) P 346.1
First Memphis Conference, Mississippi River District,
First UMC Humbolt ...............Allen Grant (RE) P 346.1

New Church Start District
Mike Ramsdell, Superintendent

Fort Worth:
New Riverside.............Armando Alvarado (FE) *
Hudson Oaks:
The Oaks.........................Paul Whiteley (FL) *
Killeen: Epic Church.............Kantrice Robinson (FL)
Waco: One Fellowship..............Beverly Connelly (FE) *

Appointed to extension ministries, P. 344.1
Assistant to the Bishop...........Clifton O. Howard (FE)

North District
Louis C. Carr Jr., Superintendent

Acton ..............................................Wade Killough (FE)
Associate..................Benjamin Huebner (PL) ¼ time *
Associate..................Christy Barto (FE) *
Associate..........................Randy Bell (PL) ½ time *

Aledo..........................Joel Robbins (FE) *
Alvarado: First ....................Kimberly Liane Long (FE)
Annetta/Bethel, Weatherford...........L. Ann Hitt (FE)
Azle: First .........................Richard Reed (FE)
Brook ........................................John Nader (FE)
Burleson: First .......................Daniel W. Tenney (FE)
Associate..................Jarrod Johnston (FE)
Associate..................Alan Clark (FD) *
Cahill/Grace .........................Nicholas Hamilton (FE) *
Cleburne:
First..................................Daniel Hawkins (FE)
Associate..................Melissa Turkett (FE)
St. Mark..........................Andrew M. Tyler (FE)
Wesley Memorial.................Donna J. Ware (RE) ¼ time
Cresson/Waples...................Terre McGill (PL) 3/4 time
Crowley..........................Amy Forsythe (FE)
Fort Worth:
Alliance .........................William B. Killough (FE)

Arborlawn/River Oaks.............Chris Mesa (FE)
Associate..................James Love (OE) *
Associate..................Nicholas Scott (FE)
Associate..................Christine Robbins (FE) *
Associate..................R. Verne Fuqua (RE) ½ time

Arlington Heights........Mary Kathryn Spradlin (FE)
Associate..................Joy Dister-Dominguez (FE) *
Associate for Missions........Page Hines (FD) ½ time *

Benbrook .......................Don Petty (OE) ½ time P.346.1

Campus Drive..............Brenda Brooks (PL) ¼ time
Dido................................Jana Wear (FE) ½ time
Edge Park.........................Joe Chamness (FE) *
First.......................Co-Pastor..................Tim Bruster (FE)
Co-Pastor..................Lance Marshall (FE)
Associate........................Michael L. Marshall (FE)
Associate..................Linda McDermott (FE) ¼ time
Associate..................Tom McDermott (FD)
Associate..................Phyllis K. Barren (FD)
Associate..............Zhenya Gurina-Rodriquez (OE) 346.1
Associate..................Nancy Froman (FD) ¼ time
Associate..............Len Delony (OE) ½ time P. 346.1

Everman/Forest Hill............Quinton Gibson (RE) ½ time *

Genesis/Christ:
Co – Pastor - Amber Massingill (OE) 346.1 *
Co – Pastor – Paul Massingill (OE) 346.1 *

LifePoint ..................................Thomas Childs (FE)
Lighthouse Fellowship..............Frank Briggs (FE)
Associate............................Bobby Cullen (FD)

McMillan/Morningside
Tomeca Richardson (FE)

Meadowbrook/Polytechnic
Ginger Watson (FE)

St. Andrews .......................Carol Grant Gibson (FE)
University..........................Beth Evers (FE)
Western Hills .......................Raul Gutierrez (FE)

Godley ............................................ C. Randall Tucker (FE)
Granbury: First ....................Scott Goodfellow (FE)
Grandview/Watts Chapel............Jungil Daniel So (FE)

Holder’s Chapel/Millsap
James A. Sanders, Jr. (RE) ½ time

Joshua: First .......................Dale Alan Wilbanks (FE)
Saginaw: First .....................Jonathan Michael Farrer (FE)
Silver Creek .........................Vaughn Baker (FE)

Springtown: First/Poolville.........Jake Wade (FL) *

Weatherford:
Bethesda............................Michael David Brower (FE)

Calvary/Temple/Hall
Clinton Daniel Jones (FE) ½ time

Couts Memorial......................Marilyn Lavonne Jones (FE)
Associate...............Clinton Daniel Jones (FE) ½ time
First...............................Joseph Nader (FE)
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Associate Director, Smith Center for Evangelism, Mission & Church Growth .............Meg Witmer-Faile (FE)

Wesley Foundation Weatherford College
............................................TBS
Director, Wesley Foundation, TCU  
..........................Eddie Kahler (FE) *

Faculty, Texas Wesleyan University  
.............................................GladysChilds(FE)

Executive Director, The Parenting Center  
.............................................Paul N. Gravley (FE)

Methodist Justice Ministry  
..............................J. Brooks Harrington (FE) ¼ time P. 338.2

Methodist Justice Ministry  
.................................Jannette Miller (FE) *

Chaplain, US Air Force  
.................................Krista Ingram (FE)

Chaplain, MHMR of Tarrant County  
.............................................Bryan T. Bellamy (FE)

Chaplain Manager, THR Harris Southwest & Clearfork Hospital  
.............................................Mary Ellen Barrow (FE)

A Memory Grows  
.................................DeAndrea Dare (FE)

Project 44  
.................................Margret Fields (FE) *

South District  
Brad Brittain, Superintendent

Bartlett  
.................................Richard Cromwell (OR) ¼ time

Belton:  
First .................................Jeffrey A. Miller (FE)
Mt. Zion .................................Rezolia Johnson (FE) *
Bethel/Lanham .................................TBS
Bruceville-Eddy .................................Robyn Ford (PL) ½ time

Cedar Park:  
Good News .................................Trevor Kennedy (FE) *
Rockbridge .................................Jim McClurg (FE) *

Copperas Cove: Grace  
.................................Kirsten “Kissa” Vaughn (FE)
Evant  
.................................Judith Ann Ledbetter Sellers (OR) ½ time

Florence  
.................................Randall B. Sreivener (FE)
Gatesville: First  
.................................Stephen E. Schmidt (FE)

Georgetown:  
First .................................Yvonne Coon (FE)
St. John’s  
.................................Darren R. Walker (FE)
St. Paul  
.................................Stephanie Phillips (PL) ¼ time
Wellspring  
.................................Jeffrey Smith (FE)
Harker Heights  
.................................Leslie Tomlinson (OE) 346.1 *

Holland /Rosebud  
.................................Philip L. Shuler (OR) 1/2-time
Hutto: Discovery  
.................................Johnny Brower (FE)
Jarrell  
.................................Bobby Fortner (SY) ¼ time *

Killeen:  
First .................................Alan S. McGrath (FE)
St. Andrew  
.................................David D. Leach (FE)
St. Luke  
.................................Dae Woo Jeon (OE) Interim 346.1 *
St. Thomas  
.................................Charles Robinson (FE) ¼ time *

Little River  
.................................Lianne M. Turner (FE)
Moody First/Moody-Leon  
.................................Joshua Pruett (FL)
Mooreville  
.................................Dennis Rejcek (FL)
Mosheim  
.................................Susan Mathis (PL) ¼ time *

Nolanville  
.................................Patricia Warden (FE)
Oglesby  
.................................Joy Fattori (PL) ¼ time

Piccoke  
.................................James (Jim) Hartley (OR) 1/4 time

Round Rock:  
First .................................Will Cotton (FE)
St. Matthew's  
.................................David Johnson (OE) P. 346.1
St. Philip's  
.................................Jason Hamilton (FE)

Salado  
.................................David Mosser (FE)

Taylor:  
First .................................Sela Finau (FE)

South District cont’d

Tenth Street/Thrall  
.................................Travis L. Summerrin (FE)

Temple:  
First  
.................................Thomas Q. Robbins, Jr. (FE)
St. John's  
.................................J. Brooks Harrington (FE) ¼ time P. 338.2
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Copperas Cove Independent School District  
.................................Robert Doulas Vaughn (FD) P. 331.4

The Mission Society, Missionary  
.................................Steven W. Buchele (FE)

GBGM, UM Congregational Development & Education Coordinator  
.................................Katie Meek (FE)

Fort Hood, US. Army Retired  
.................................Robert C. Warden, DMin, MTh, MBA, MSS

Grayslake United Protestant  
.................................Ryan Blair Kiblinger (FE) P. 346.1

I-Corp Program Coordinator, Southwestern University  
.................................Chris Reyes (FD) ¼ time *

UT Austin Wesley Foundation, Rio Texas Conference  
.................................David McMinn (FE) P. 346.1 *
West District
Lisa Neslony, Superintendent

Ballinger/Winters .................... Thomas “Tag” Green (FL) *
Bangs/Santa Anna ...................... Sally Fleming (FE)
Blanket ...................................... John A. Seth (PL) ½ time
Brekenridge:
Brekenridge First/St. Paul .......... David Ferguson (FE)*
Brownwood:
Central/Lake Brownwood .......... Carol M. Roberts (FE)
Emanuel Chapel/Mullin ............ Teresa Smith (PL) ½ time
First ............................................. Jay Fraze (FE)
Associate ................................. Joey Wilbourn (PL) ¾ time
Cisco: First .................................. Jo Lynn Davis (PL) ¾ time
Coleman:
First/Novice .............................. David Medley (FE)
Trinity/Coleman ....................... Billy Murphey (PL) ¼ *
Comanche/Gustine .................... Rick Mang (FE)
Cross Plains ............................ Kevin Morton (PL) ¼ time
DeLeon/Morton Chapel ............... John Woodard (FE)

Dublin:
First/Laurel St. ......................... Danny Pelton (PL) ¼ time *
Green's Creek ......................... J. Michael Hannah (RE) ½ time
Early/Gouldbus ......................... Joseph “Neely” Reynolds (PL) ¼ *
Eastland ..................................... Darrel W. Phillips (FE)
Glen Rose: First ....................... Owen McKnight (FE)
Associate .................................. San-Ky Kim (PL) ¼ time
Gordon:
First/Cedar Springs ................. Tiffany Danna (FE) *
Gorman ............................................ TBS

Graham:
First ......................................... Ben Disney (FE)
First, Associate/Murray/Tonk Valley
 ................................................... Jim Senkel (AM)
Hamilton/Lamkin ...................... Samantha Chambers (FL)
Hico ............................................. Don Moore (PE)
Iredell/Cranfills Gap ............... Brian Brice (PL) ½ time
May/Rising Star ....................... Mary Henderson (SY) ½ time *
Mineral Wells:
Central/Graford ...................... Matt Stephen (SY) ½ time *
First/Palo Pinto ...................... Eric Scott Douglas (FE)
Morgan Mill/Bluff Dale ............. Marianne Brown-Trigg (PE)

Newcastle:
First/Salem-Crestview .......... Michael Cyr (PL) ½ time
Olney:
First/ Jean: First ..................... Harrell Braddock, Jr. (FE)
Stephenville:
First .......................................... Howard Martin (FE)
Oakdale/Hannibal ................. Kory Koch (FE)
Tolar ........................................... Mike McLaurin (OR) ¼ time

Zephyr ...................................... C. Wayne Lewis (RL) ¼ time
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Director, Wesley Foundation, Tarleton University
......................................... Corey Moses (FD) P. 331.4 *
Chaplain, US Naval Reserves
........................................ Ronald W. Newhouse (FE)

Gateway Regional District of the Missouri Conference
Herculaneum UMC/Zion (Mapaville, MO)
........................................ Jimmy Sansom (RE) ½ time, P. 346.1